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LiuShuTong（《六书统》）is the text book ,which was written by YangHuan,who 
lived in Yuan Dynasty Ancient and modern scholars mostly criticize it, only a few 
people commend it.In the academic world.so many researchers havn’t pay so much 
attention on it,even criticized as no value and no significance.But during thesis 
writing period,we find that it contains rich ancient characters, many device name 
number. From the perspective of text,it is a high research value book. We hope that 
through this paper makes scholars have a new understanding on the LiuShuTong（《六
书统》）. 
This thesis first introduce the research status and evaluation LiuShuTong in the 
form of introduction,and YangHuan’s careerand academic study,then about the 
LiuShuTong’s edition the reason of selecting the SiKuQuanShu（《四库全书》） edition 
for the work of master copy,also analyzing the significance,researching material and 
method.The text is divided into five parts.In turn,the JiaGuWen（甲骨文）,the JinWen
（金文）,the ZhanGuoWenZi（战国文字） and literature comparison.We sort out the 
book and the consistency of the fornt in order to understand the basic evolution of 
Chinese characters.This part is devided into four section.The text in accordance with 
the ShuoWenJieZi pictographic, ideographic, self-explanatory, according to the 
phonetic sequence alignment. We only a selection of the book before the ten volumes 
of about 150 shapes thoroughly orthographic check, word analysis and evolution of 
induction.With the Shuowen solution in contrast, We simply judged the interpretation 
of LiuShuTong（《六书统》）,hoping to explore the literal sense of shape.So we can 
more clearly grasp the shape evolution rule.In chaper six,we praised the advantages of 
LiuShuTong（《六书统》） and pointed out its shortcomings,with the purpose to have 
a comprehensive understanding of it’s value for scholars.Chapter seven is the end. We 
summarise the main gains and losses of shape’s open license of LiuShuTong（《六书
统》）,also put forward the possibility and direction of further researth. 
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1、《六书统》二十卷   元至大元年江浙行省儒学刻元明递修本   八行大
字十字小字双行二十三、四字不等 细黑口 左右双边 有刻工； 
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